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Background re: H.Con.Res.160
China’s Unfair Trade Practices: China does not play by the same rules as other nations
This synopsis contains a summary of the unilateralist actions of the post-1949 communist
government of the People’s Republic of China which are credibly known to have occurred and
which continue in effect at present, and which constitute violations of international law and
multilateral trade agreements including the WTO. The information presented herein has been
sourced from the 2006 annual report of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review
Commission, and also includes additional information from supplemental sources as indicated. A
survey of some the more egregious actions by the communist Chinese government reveals the
following:
Mercantilist Trade Practices:
● Active sponsorship of mercantilist trade practices including industrial export subsidies and
currency manipulation, resulting in the loss of an estimated 2,250 U.S. jobs each day and the
dislocation of entire U.S. industries.1
● Refusal to settle U.S. citizens’ claims involving the massive international sovereign debt defaults
left outstanding by the Chinese government.2
● Continued issuance of sovereign notes and bonds, including within the United States, lacking
disclosure of China’s defaulted sovereign debt.3
● Deliberately re-indebting African nations to China following debt relief by G-8 nations and then
linking debt repayment to exclusive supplier contracts regarding petroleum and other energy and
mineral resources.4
● Maintaining direct government control of the economy and continuing dedication of government
resources to commercial enterprises.5
● Rampant intellectual property theft, trademark infringement and counterfeiting of trademarkprotected property.6
● Failure to ensure the safety of food exports to the United States and other countries.7
● Heavy metals contamination of northern Pacific fish stocks resulting from unfiltered industrial
pollutants emanating from China.8
Military Expansion:
● Threats by senior PLA generals to preemptively use nuclear weapons against the United States
whenever U.S. policy is perceived as contrary to the expansionist agenda espoused by the
mainland communist government. See also the recent passage of the PRC’s anti-secession law.9
● Continued economic dedication to expansion of military capabilities despite inadequate water
infrastructure adversely affecting approximately 45% of the Chinese population.10
● Supplying Iraqi insurgents with weapons capable of penetrating the armor of M-1 Abrams tanks.11
● Active engagement in both conventional and nuclear weapons proliferation, including having
supplied nuclear technology to Libya and North Korea, and missile sales to Iran.12
● Active pursuit of the space militarization activities including testing and deployment of anti-satellite
(ASAT) weapons.13
● Importation by a Chinese government-owned enterprise into the United States of assault
weapons intended for distribution to Los Angeles street gangs.14

Human Rights Abuses:
● Abusive treatment of political dissidents and members of the Falun Gong spiritual faith, including
the continuing practice of engaging in human biological experimentation and live prisoner organ
harvesting.15
● Complicity in the conduct of the Sudanese government’s genocidal actions occurring in the Darfur
region of Sudan.16
● State control over media including jamming of the Voice of America signal and suppression of
religious freedom and persecution of persons of a Christian faith.17
● Consumption of human fetuses as a food delicacy in mainland China. Female fetuses are
especially susceptible to cannibalistic practices.18
Conclusion
A review of the prevailing policies and practices of the communist government of the People’s
Republic of China demonstrates an endemic disrespect for the rule of law, including rejection of the
successor government doctrine of settled international law. It is noteworthy that such a government
also enjoys privileged and preferential treatment from the U.S. Administration as well as U.S.
regulators, including the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The predatory commercial
practices employed by the communist Chinese government are injurious to U.S. interests and the
interests of other nations, and do not conform to the same standards applicable to U.S. businesses.
H.Con.Res.160 imposes the requirement that China “play by the same rules” as other nations and
conducts their affairs including international business affairs in accordance with the agreements to
which China is a signatory. The financial markets discipline imposed by H.Con.Res.160 will send a
clear signal that China is expected to respect and abide by established international law and
conduct itself in a manner consistent with the terms and protocols of international trade
agreements. H.Con.Res.160 embodies the principle recently articulated by U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice that, “…it is crucial for the U.S. to help integrate China into an international,
rules-based economy before it becomes a military superpower”.19
The provisions of
H.Con.Res.160 will assist in the integration of China as a responsible participant in the global
community of nations.
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